The role of nanoscale toughening mechanisms in osteoporosis.
Strength is the most widely reported parameter with regards to bone failure. However, bone contains pre-existing damage and stress concentration sites, perhaps making measures of fracture toughness more indicative of the resistance of the tissue to withstand fracture. Several toughening mechanisms have been identified in bone, prominently, at the microscale. More recently, nanoscale toughness mechanisms, such as sacrificial-bonds and hidden-length or dilatational band formation, mediated by noncollagenous proteins, have been reported. Absence of specific noncollagenous proteins results in lowered fracture toughness in animal models. Further, roles of several other, putative influencing, factors such as closely bound water, collagen cross-linking and citrate bonds in bone mineral have also been proposed. Yet, it is still not clear if and which mechanisms are hallmarks of osteoporosis disease and how they influence fracture risk. Further insights on the workings of such influencing factors are of high importance for developing complementary diagnostics and therapeutics strategies.